
weinig is weinig plus
Waco plus GrcCon D¡mten The I
Nowhere in the world is more know-
how in solid woodworkine concen-
trated than in the three suõcessful

There you will find out what the
latest ootimizins cut-off saws- fin-
ger-joiriting line"s, panel gluinþ and
laméllins f'acilitiéd can dõ.
And if võu haonen to be in Sweden.
have a look adWaco in Halmstad.
There you will see how the world's
fastest-and most powerful planers
and moulders ard made. Añd band
resaws.
You are always welcome at the
Weinig Grouþ. Let us know when
you are commg.
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Howto make d powefful
machine even mone þowefful.

Every one of 
'Weinig's 

moulders is a complete
fully functional unit. Each moulder has been
designed as a general purpose machine.

Each of them, howeveE has the possibilify of
being modified to a machine for specific applica-
tions. Welqig's designers have created a fulI range
of "extras" for this purpose. Nobody can do it as
well as they can. Because nobody knows Weinig's
moulders as well as the people who develop them
and t them.

elnlg's planers and moulders can thus be
converted and expanded for very specific jobs, for
unique applications and individual solutions.
They become the customized production machine
for the special demands of your plant.

You can make use of this opportuqity. This
brochure describes the many "extras" you can
select thatbest meet the needs of your business.

We are ready to assist you in deciding which
options will help make your operation more efTi-
cient. Just complete the attached inquiry card and
return it to us. We will prepare a thorough analy-
sis of an optimum solution for you.

Weinig offers more.

Cha¡mp¡on
gues.

we¡n¡
of all

The Weinie Group (Weinis" Waco. GreCon
Dimter) is oñe of thè inaior íúnnheré of wood-' workin's machines worldwide. It is the number' one for-moulders. When you order a Weinig ma-' @fre2 you know what you are going to getlEvery
Weinís machine is desíqned toJast Ïor manv vears
of non"-stop operation. Ño other moulder ha's "such

a hieh resdle îalue. The after-sales service is
uniõue. Rest assured that if vou need a snare oart
for anv machine built durins the nast veärs. it'will
be on its wav shortlv after v"ou oläce íour order.
Everv vear thousanás of wôodrïvorkirís orofes-
sionálí from all oarts of the world use"tËe onoor-
turlify to come tó Weinig's demonstration aåä
training centers to updaíe their knowledge by the
experts.

Subject to technical modifications.
Statements and illustrations in this brochure may include optional
equipment. Safety covers partially removed for better illustration.
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weinig EM 14
For the transport of worþieces
of even length into a machine
with short feed table. For timber
dimensions of 150 - 3000 mm
length, 20 - 210 mmwidth and
12 - 50 mm thickness. The
magazine is mounted directly in
front of the short feed table of
the moulder. The capacity is
determined by the length of the
parts, thcir cross scction, the
weight and height of the stack.
The hopper feeds can be retrofit-
ted to most planers and mould-
ers.

safety hood closed. The iointer controls are lo-
cated at the front of the moulder on one level;
operation is simple and flawless.
Straieht iointers and profile iointers are built into

the mãchine. No com6inatiori iointers that com-
promise quality. This saves the time-consumins
òonversion froin the straight to the profile joint"er.
Less set-up time! "

The iointine stone is mounted in a casseffe
whicli is remõvable so that vou can alisn the
jointing stones with the profile knives ín the cut-
terhead outside the moulder. The iointins stone in
the cassette can be aliened perfectlv to th"e orofile
tool with a cornmon aÍial referencé point in the
toolroom. This saves expensive down-time as
your moulder canproduôe without a break and
increases its produbtivity tremendously.

The we¡n¡g Jointing system.
remote -controlled operat¡on

Spindle

Remote-controlled
straight iointer
Remotely operated straight knife
jointer with automatic joint
stone advance at both ends of
stroke guarantees fast, precise
operation. Optimum results in
planing quality. Operation with
the hood closed.

Remote-controlled,
automatic profile iointer
Remote-controlled, automatic
profile jointer (part of Weinig's
Auto-Joint system) advances the
jointing stone 0.015 mm with
every stroke of the jointer
advance, thus eliminating the
guesswork of manual jointing
and increasing tool life.

we¡nig EM 13
For the transport of workpieces
of even length into a machine
with short feed table. For timber
dimensions of 180 - 1000 mm
length, 35 - 125 rnm width and
10 - 50 mrn thickness.
Equipped with an adjustable
hold-down rail for short work-
pieces. The feed rate is adjust-
able. The feed as well as the
transport roller drive are
hydraulic. Jo¡nt¡ng stones

30

Jo¡nter presett¡ng device Jo¡nt¡ng stone cassette
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Spindle

Second right spindle tilting up to 45'
With it you can produce complicated profrles, including angles,
with a superior surface quality.

Itateñal hanrlfing

ensune
I

your moulder
o

dO

Straighten¡ng spindle
with rebate cutter and
slotted table plates
The rebate cutter provides a

reference cut for increased
straightness and edge-gluing
accuracy. The special table plate
design helps reduce noise.

Outþoard þearing
New outboard bearing design
with auto clamping for the
bearing plate guarantees top
finish quality over the entire
working width for wide boards,
hardwoods or deep profiles.
Even at high feed speeds with
jointed tools. Axial adjustrnent
is possible while the outboard
bearing is clamped due to the
movable outboard bearing
bushing.

Hydraulic qu¡ck clamp¡ng
counternut
Evenly clarnped tools. Easy
handling. Quick tool change.

Automat¡ng the unstac¡(-
¡ng process
The lifting table facilitates
fèeding the rnoulder. Tilt
unstacking is recommended for
speeds of more than 80 m/min,
moving layer after layer in a

favou¡ able position to the
operator. A fully autornatic
unstacking system is also offered
pushing off the layers in
lengthwise direction without any
manual intervention.

Automatlng the bundl¡ng
process
When a rnalketable presentation
is dernanded: Senri-arrtonlalic as
rvell as fully-automatic bundling
systenìs are offered, for bundles
of slats ar.rd for packages of
tongue-and-groove goods.

Automat¡ng the processes
of end tr¡mm¡ng and
cutt¡ng to length
Cut-off sarvs are available as
one-sided or multiple saws. They
independently carry out both
final end cuts or produce
multiple shofi fixed lengths ... or
according to specihed modula¡
dinrensions.

Feed¡ng the moulden
Reasonably priced lateral chain
feeders for feeds up to 80 m/min
are available. Highel feed speeds
upon demand. Cross-conveyors
with or without automatic
sepalating systems are used for
higher feed speeds on heavier
lvorkpieces, and can be cornbined
rvith various high-speed
accelerators.

Automat¡ng the cross
transfer process
A variety ofproducts demands a
variety of solutions - rvhich rve
can offer. The functions ofthe
cross transfer can be assumed by
arnrs. cylinders. belts or chain
feeders, or even flippers and
slideway fences. Directly
connected do the cross transfer is
the turning and lowering of
rvolkpieces. Sliding or dropping
of parts can be integrated as r.vell.

Automæ¡ng the bundl¡ng
and packag¡ng process.
The lengthwise bundler manages
up to three packages per minute.
Cross bundlers have a higher
throughput. Small bundles are
tied rr,ith cord ol plastic strips.
Shrink r.vrapping is recommended
for high output and stretch foil
wrapping for lower capacity.

Automat¡ng the stacklng
process
A semi- or fully-autornatic
stacker can be selected
depending on the output ofthe
planer ol moulder. The major
stack rvhich may be made of
snrall packages or bundles is
produced fully automatically. A
special stacker is available for
the nrini-packs (ha( ale always irr
dernand in the market.

Mater¡al transpolt.
Various devices are available for
the lengthwise and cross
transport of rarv and finished
products. Roller paths or
conveyol's transport in lengthwise
direction; their design depends
on the weight of the workpieces.
The cross conveyors wele given
extla attention keeping in nlind
that they have to move ñnished
individual parts or packages
r.vithout causing any damage to
them.

4

Ask for the special þrochure!
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ilæeñal handllng

Noh-Sop pnoduct¡on! To
p]þduces æ, full capac¡ty

_o
I
I
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Weinig material handling equipment.
They are built to the same high
standards as the moulders, and they
are customized to your special re-
quirements by Weinig's project
engmeers.

E8
Hydraulic clamping of the
spindle suppoÉ and the
outþoard bearing
High finish quality even under
heavy load and at maximum
working width. Saves set-up
time and minimizes operating
effors during axial and radial
adjustment.

No one can feed one of Weinig's
high-speed moulders as fast as it can
process material. And no one is fast
enough to pick up as many planed or
moulded pieces at the speed they
come out.
Therefore you should not just think
of a Weinig moulder but also of

I

I
I
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universal sp¡ndle:
An adqúional sp¡ndte on
each s¡de!

You can use it at the top. You can use it at the bottom.
You can use it on the left:hand side. vou can use it on
the right-hand side. You can use it at'an ansle. lnis
multi-purpose spindle greatly expands th_e õptions you
llave wrth your moulder. Fof example. when vou want
to produce a profile with an underiut or a profile re-
quiring a saw kerf set at an angle. can als'o be used for
nD-sawlng.
. 

'You cañ set this spindle from the front and then lock
it in any position by pressins a button.

With-a'second uniüersal sõindle you become even
more flexible and can produ'ce eveñ the most compli-
cated profiles in one pãss.

Spindle

Large suction hood for
the universal spindle
For large cutting tools and saw
blades.

-g
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sp¡ndle

Glazing bead saw
automatically linked
together with glazing
bead removal
Indispensable for the window
industry.
The glazing bead saw (right),
together with an anti-kickback
device, cuts out the glazing bead
exactly, safely and true to
profile.
Additional options:
- Glazingbead saw can be

linked on the right- and left-
hand side for constant timber
widths.

- Glazingbead saw can also be
set to produce strip widths to
any position according to the
width of the moulder.

to

6

It must be awe¡n¡g
macFine when it is

gr¡ndin
aqu on of

time and pnec¡s¡on

Chamfer unit
Workpieces can be charnfered
on four sides in one pass. Saves
time! No tool change required
for different workpiece widths
or thicknesses.

You need the we¡n¡g
Rondamat.
New mouldings, ordered in the
morning, can be delivered that
same afternoon. Because the
Rondamat makes the profiles for
you in no time at all and keeps
thern sharp. At the same time
you achieve a super finish. You
have the choice between differ-
ent models, from the exonomi-
cal to the most sophisticated
automatic machine, from the
specialized Rondamat. Only for
straight knives to the Rondamat
for profile knives and straight
knives.

The gr¡nder range:
. Weinig Rondamat 950, an

economical model for your
own straight and profile knife
manutàcture.

. Weinig Rondamat 960, with
which you can make and
regrind your profile knives and
straight knives with top
preclslon.

. Weinig Rondamat 970,the
automatic machine that
produces profile knives and
automatically regrinds them.
Also makes steel prof,rle
templates.

. Weinig Rondarnat 9l2,the
numerically controlled auto-
matic grinder for planer heads
and face grinding mill-to-
pattern profile knives and
fingerjoint knives.

. Weinig Rondamat 909, the
automatic grinder for planer
heads.

27
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Feed

Tilting feed up to 3O"
Enables the positive transport of
resawn or step-glued raw
rnaterial through the machine.

- .--- "-=\- ì--

product to
mould, we
can help
you!
There are iobs where
even the b"est standard
machine with all its
features cannot do the
trick. That's where your
Weinis oartner comes
in. Weiriiq is qood at
oroblem-õolvins. Our
ipecialists in thõ New
Applications Depart-
ment are constantly
providins individual'solutions"for our cus-
tomers. Here is iust a
small selection cif inno-
vative solutions thev
have implemented:'

- Pencils
- Dowels
- Laminate, multi-layer
and solid floors

- Shutters
- Barrels
- Cross beams
- MDF profiles
- ProceSsine man-made
materials "

Telescopic feed roller opposite the left spindle
Quickly and infinitely adjustable, within its range, from narrow to
wide workpieces.

Special machine for the manufacture of dowels

Special machine for the manufacture of coffins

Footage counter
Either as an electronic or
mechanical rnodel it records
your lineal production.

Heavy.duty infeed
with220 mm roller diarneter.
For green, resinous or hard
timber.

Reduced distance
between feed rollers
A more positive feed and control
of short workpieces by the right
spindle.

7
26

Tell us what you want.
We are lookiirs forward
to findine the íolution
to your sþecial applica-
tron.



llodern electric system

Always up-to-date. This also
applies to Weinig electric
systems. Complies with the
regulations of every country
There are no compromises
whatsoever. Just the Weinig
standard. Maintenance is easy
with the clearly ananged
electric modules. Minimum
machine down-time in case of
service by using worldwide
available components. And we
offer even more: Conventional
protection technique supple-
mented by programmable SPS
and/or PC control, static fre-
quency converter etc. Highly
modern and reliable. So that you
can fully concentrate on your
tasks.

Bottom saw sp¡ndle
To do planing, moulding,
sawing in just one single pass- -
increases your production and
with greater precision. Precision
is increased by short feed wheel
clearances and a continuous
work table. An anti-kickback
device protects the operator at
the moulder infeed. This saw
spindle can be a very useful
option. Why handle a workpiece
three times instead of once?

Opposing veft¡cal
sp¡ndles |ocated at the
end of the moulder
In order to provide edge-to-edge
parallelism for flooring and
other tongue-and-groove
products after four-sided
planing.

Opposing veft¡cal
sp¡ndles
The best way to guarantee
perfect parallelism for tongue-
and-groove products like
flooring and panelling.

8 25
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Driven rollers in the
machine table
Optimal material feed, even
under the most diflicult working
conditions, such as high mois-
ture content timbeE wide
workpieces, etc.

,----\

Sanding units for MDF prof¡les
Installed at the end of the moulder, it gives the advantage of profil-
ing and sanding in one pass. Useable on all four sides and tiltable.
To compensate for wear the sanding disk is automatically advanced
by an electronic controller which can be set to different parameters.

Table plate inseÉ for sawing from top, þottom and
un¡versal spindle
This creates a closed table surface so that the worþieces are
supported while being sawn true to dimension.

Router units
For processing timber and man-
made materials as well as
engineered timber products.
Integrated into the moulder and
universally tiltable. For those
operations that can only be
produced by a router bit. This
allows one-pass operation for
both machining and routing.
Mounted on a universal spindle
element for maximum flexibili-
ty.

Waxilit pump for taþle
lubrication
A lubricant film is created on
the machine table so the timber
is more easily fed through the
machine. The lubricant additive
provides automatic cleaning and
helps prevent resin build-up on
the machine table. It is available
as a manual pump or automatic
pump that applies oil at fixed
intervals.

Groove gu¡de system
Groove guide table plates
provide the maximum in
material control. Short boards
with uneven ends are machined
parallel. Warped boards are
precisely dressed. Tapered and
bowed boards are exactly

9
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Adiustable outfeed table
Fast set-up! Quick adjustment to
three fixed chip removal set-
tings.

10 23
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lnfeed taþles
0.7 rn or 0.9 m or 1 .2 m in lieu of 2.0 m ,2.5 m and 3.0 m. Useful
for hopper feeder and when linked with rnaterial handling equip-
ment.

^,.\.
Hle rollers in the edge
ioint¡ng fence
Less friction between workpiece
and edge join fence. Impor-

feederstant when using

Worldng width 260 mm
and working he¡ght
160 mm
Machine large timber dimen-
sions, solid or glued, without
compromising the ability to do
srnall cross-sections. Wider
range of use such as beatns or
wide planed boards.

'w.ffiv C.--f--: ,-t
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Stacked sp¡ndle
You equip this 300 mm clamp-
ing length spindle with the tools
of your choice. The individual
profile data are stored in a
computer, and you are able to
change from one profile to the
next within seconds by pressing
a button. Electronic controls
ensure precise spindle setting.

Chain transport
For machining short parts. Also
used for prelacquered and
finished multi-layer fl ooring.
Stable guidance, maximum
precision, continuous feed.

Vefrical spl¡tt¡ng unit
For rip-sawing from the right-
and left-hand side. Prirnarily
used for the production of rnulti-
layer flooring as well as for rip-
sawing multiple mouldings.
Available as an individual
machine, complete with its own
feed system, or at the outfeed of
a moulder: planing and sawing
rn one pass.

260
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Prec¡s¡on sett¡ng gauge
for planer knives
Indispensable if highest preci-
sion is demanded. The setting
gauge has a feature for setting
profile knives without senated
backs and is easy to use. Dia-
meter and length of the tool are
simply set on the scale.

Reinforced by carbide to be free
of wear. Also with integrated
measuring device to establish
the tool radius.

Air cushion system
The pieces of tirnber slide on an
air cushion along the rnachine
table. The separate aî circuits
can be switched on as workpiece
width requires.
Continuous workpiece transport
particularly useful for wide, wet
or resinous workpieces.

I
11

FMeasur¡ng device
With this device you can
determine two essential para-
meters for high precision: tool
radius and profile height. It has
the Weinig standard for exact-
ness and is easy and safe to use.

22 ll
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Pressure shoe for
interchangeable counter
profiles
Replaces the usual flat steel
pressure shoe. This steel plate
with pre-drilled holes allows you
to bolt a custom wooden or other
material hold-down shoe behind
the horizontal spindle. This
allows hold-down pressure on
profiles with differing thicknesses
across the width.

Rotaplan counter
pressure element
You can set this counterpressure
from above on all levels. It is
extremely sturdy. It provides a

safe grip on your workpiece and
prevents marks. Even at high
feed rate and with thin, wide
pafts.
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The Hydro Planer Head
with thin-knife cutters
Enables high feed rates while
the finish quality remains the
sarìe. The twin-chamber hydro
bushings guarantee concentric
clarnping of the tools. HSS,
stellite and carbide knives may
be used.

The Hydro Rotaplan
Cutterhead with thin-
knife cutters
With the same outstanding
properties as the Hydro Cutter-
head. A maximum of 16 cutting
knives is possible.

The Hydro Tongue-and-
Groove Cutterhead
Precision tools for profiling
tongue and groove on planing
mill products. Moulding cutter-
head with two-part clamping
bushing for hydraulic concentric
clarnping on the work spindle.
Exchangeable and re-grindable
5 mm HSS knives with senated
back. Tongue cutterhead adjust-
able by spacer rings for different
tongue thicknesses. Groove
cutterhead with carbide-groov-
ing saw, exchangeable for
different groove widths.

tCr

+

The Hydro Bevel and
Rabb¡t cutterhead
Precision tools for rnoulding
bevel and rabbit on planing mill
products for high feed rates.
Moulding cutterhead with two-
part clarnping bushing for
hydraulic concentric clamping
on the work spindle. Exchange-
able and re-grindable 5 mm HSS
knives with serrated back.

The Tongue-and-Groove
Cutterhead
For profiling tongue and groove
on planing rnill products.
Exchangeable and re-grindable
8 mm HSS knives with serated
back. Tongue cutterhead
adjustable by spacer rings for
different tongue thicknesses.
Groove cutterhead with carbide-
grooving saw, exchangeable for
different groove widths.

a
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Pneumatic chipþreaker in front of top sp¡ndle
In front of the horizontal top spindle the board rnust be pressed
firmly onto the machine table, particularly for high feed speeds or if
there are thickness variations within the workpiece. Pivots and
recedes away from the workpiece.

Hold-down bar for short p¡eces with ant¡-teaFup
device
For the continuous workpiece transport of very short parts. Prevents
pieces from overiding the piece in front of it. No production
inten-uptions. Fewer rej ects !

1
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The Centrolock Planer
Head saves time
Inseft or relnove the reversible
disposable knives by tightening
or loosening one single screw on
Weinig's Centrolock planer
head. This saves you more than
50% of the time during each
knife exchange. A setting gauge
is not required. You may use
HSS, stellite as well as carbide
knives. The basic tool body is
made of high strength steel.

Chipbreaker in front of
left sp¡ndle
Pivots automatically away from
the tool.The Planer Head w¡th

th¡n{m¡fe cutters
The knives are pressed to the
required cutting circle by
springs in the setting device.
HSS, stellite and carbide knives
may be used. The basic tool
body is made of high strength
steel. (Not for sale in the USA.)

The Hydro Prof¡le
Cutterhead
Enables high feed rates while
the finish quality remains the
same. The twin-chamber hydro
bushings guarantee concentric
clamping of the tools.

q

The Hydro Centrolock
Prof¡le Cutterhead
These hydraulically and central-
ly clamped tools rnake high feed
rates possible while the high
finish quality remains the same.
They are made of high strength
steel. The extremely low bore
tolerance matches the rnachine
spindle tolerance. The twin-
chamber hydro bushings guaran-
tee concentric clamping of the
tools. HSS, stellite and carbide
knives rnay be used. Only one
screw needs to be loosened and
tightened when changing
knives. Absolute positive
locking with the serrated back!

Roller gu¡de system
Very useful for jointing and straightening workpieces. The rollers
contact and support the stock as it passes over the first bottom
fiointing) spindle to reduce the chance that the workpieces are
pushed flat against the infeed table. If the workpieceis flattened, no
straightening can occur.

a
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Pressure roller(s) swing
away
Continuous pressure, even with
large variations in rnaterial
thickness in the area of the right
spindle. The pressure roller does
not have to be removed when
changing tools - it just swings
out of the way, making set-ups
quicker.

Receding ch¡pbreaker in
front of top sp¡ndle
When machining wood of
varying thickness, the chip-
breaker fitoves in an arc away
from the cutters to reduce the
chance for accidental contact.The Centrolock prof¡le

Cutterhead also saves
time
Similar to the Centrolock
planer head. Loosen one screw
to rernove the profile knife and
tighten the same screw when the
new knife is inserted.
20
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spindle þrakes, mechanical and electronic
After 10 seconds all the spindles come to a halt for maximum
safety. Also results in shorter set-up time.

lncreased sound
insulation
Even though the standard
enclosure on our moulders
comply with the CE standard,
this increased sound insulation
reduces the noise by up to
another 18 dBa. No reduction in
machine accessibility.

Protect¡on aga¡nst
teanup
Useful when processing very
short workpieces as it prevents
the feed roller in front of the top
spindle from pulling the work-
piece upwards.

Ant¡-k¡cl(back device
A "must" for sawing work and
the on of multiple

les. It prevents kickback
and possible injuries to the
operator.

hter¡or l¡ghts facilitate
the "insight"

Automat¡c
surfacinE:
fasten
safen
bettér

Forget about the cum-
bersoñre measuring,
seffins and manuaffeed-
ins ofeverv workoiece
du"rins surfacins. Àll vou
have io do with"the 

J

automatic thickness
measuring and surfacing
svstem rs to out the
riorknieces into the
honnër feeder and set the
deåired workoiece thick-
ness. Done. The preci-
sion of the svstem saves
lumber. Anda highly
paid specialist ts no
lonqer necessarv.

Pieumatic cylinders
move the workpieces
riqht uo to the fence and
q;ide them to the feed
íollers.

t I
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we¡njg cAs-logoPac: up to 9,999
profiles under control-

CAS-LogoPac is a
computer- supported set-
up añd organTzation
svstem. Ifmanases all
profile and tool ñreasure-
ments, computes the
settine valuès for the
soindles. and durinq the
individuâl set-uo oh'ase it
makes the data äväitable
directly at the spindle.
The seitins times are
substantiaflv reduced. At
the same tiríre manual
settine errors are elimi-
nated]No more wood
waste either, because
even the first profile
leaves the maòhine with
100% dimensional accu-
racy. New setting meas-
ureinents are disþlayed
by the computer-at every
sóindle. Rlf the oneratoi
häs to do is matcñ the
di splayed measurements.

But this is not all.
CAS-LosoPac makes the
or ganizalion around the
moulder faster, leaner
and more efficient.

Pressure elements with
mechan¡cal d¡gital
readout
Measure the tool and set the
radius. Quickly and precisely.
Reduce setting time and set-up
pieces (less waste).

Electron¡c d¡g¡tal d¡splay for high precision setting

You record and man-
age the tooling measure-
rñents, profile names,
raw wood dimensions,
species, humidity and
other customer-soecific
details of the profiles.

You can manase un to
99,999 tools accõrdiàg to
tool number, tool typei
number of knives, 

-knife

material. You store on-
line the tool measure-
ments arriving from the
OntiControl rñeasurin s
ständ. You o'make refei-
ence notes" of tool life,
maintenance, etc.

All this data can be
stored and accessed by
the grinding room, ma-
chine operator and office
in seveial languages andr' r ç
on olsKs.

For order processing
you record the custom--
ers' orders and Drenare
the manufacturins brders
for the moulders ãccord-
ing to customer's name,
prõfiIe, quantiry and due
clate. Thé systeín will
even opttmrze the run
sequences.

Mobile sþ¡ndle:
The intelligent solution.

utomatically to fixed widths with 40 separate

by the operator entering a width and tool

The mobile spindle is an "extta" that decisively increases the benefit of your
moulder.

j
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Ask for our cD.RoM on CAS-LogoPac!
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lf you_set up your
möulder mörê than tuuice

u need d

and d¡sphy

Electr¡cal adiustment of
the feed rate
- Electric digital display
- Faster adjustment, easily

accessible
- Accurate

SeruiceControl
You can program the mainten-
ance requirements of Weinig's
moulders within the Service-
Control and it will automatically
remind you when maintenance
is due.

o

Retooling costs time. With
Weinig's measuring and display
system OptiControl it is faster
and more precise. Best of all is
with the LogoPac software. You
feed the computer with the
profile measurements. Via the
measuring stand you visually
establish the tool measurements.
And only seconds later you have
the setting data for every spindle
on the screen. Eliminate set-up
pieces. No setting errors. No
expensive CNC controls.

ATS-SystêÍr: Up to 98
measurements þy
pressing a þutton
You can program up to 98
worþiece dimensions in the
ATS-computer and retrieve them
by pressing a button. Then the
left and the top spindles take the
tool radius into account and
move automatically into the
correct position. Exact to
fractions of a mm. The first
workpiece is ready to sell.

Central posit¡on of the
luþricating po¡nts at the
front of the machine
Easier maintenance. And you do
not overlook any lubricating
points - such as those for the
axial spindle adjustment.

Model ATS/E without memory
storage. Just enter the measure-
ments and press the button.

Ammeter
For optimalutilization of the
motor capacity and as a dull tool
indicator.
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